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	Over the past 15 years, movie audiences all over the world have witnessed the emergence of one of the most revolutionary tools ever created to aid in the creation of films, the use of Computer Generated Imagery (CGI). Through the use of CGI, filmmakers have transported us to distant places, put us right in the middle of very dangerous shots, and introduced us to several “synthetic” actors, some of which were so convincing that they made you forget you were staring at a careful creation by a team of fantastic artists and technicians—a team that manipulates data that at its core is nothing but a bunch of ones and zeros.


	None of these effects would have been possible without the use of 2D painting, 3D modeling, and animation software in conjunction with a rendering program that transforms 3D data into finalized frames for film. Of all the available rendering programs (which are also referred to as rendering engines) available today, there is only one that can trace its roots to the first CGI elements incorporated into a film. Pixar’s PhotoRealistic RenderMan (PRMan) was the first, and for a long time the only, commercial implementation of the RenderMan Interface Specification [pixar]. Audiences were dazzled by the genesis effect sequence on Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (1982), which marked the first use of CGI in a film. They were flabbergasted by the stained glass knight from Young Sherlock Holmes, the first CG character ever in a film, and sat completely in awe when that first brontosaurus walked into frame on Jurassic Park. Visual effects would never be the same. Photo-Realistic RenderMan, or an earlier version of it, was used to render those CGI elements. In those early days, the only studios that had access to PRMan were ILM and its spin-off company Pixar until it became a commercial product in 1989. Back then, the price tag for a license of PRMan was astronomical. Therefore, only the big studios were capable of using it for generating special effects.


	Years have passed and new rendering engines have hit the market along with more accessible 3D software. This has created a fertile market for smaller boutique shops that, even though they are incapable of handling big jobs (400 plus shots), are creating fantastic work within very reasonable timeframes and budgets. Even with the introduction of new rendering engines, PRMan is still the film industry’s most popular renderer, and the RISpec is slowly becoming the format of choice, or at least supported by several other renderers. Within the past five years, a vast number of new RenderMan-compliant renderers have become available, and most of them offer a number of the features found in PRMan at a much smaller cost. This means that the rendering technology that was once only available to the big studios is readily available to everyone who has the will to learn it. Learning RenderMan and the RenderMan Shading Language (RSL) is a great career investment. There is usually a shortage of knowledgeable RenderMan TDs and with the decreasing prices of software, things don’t look as if they will slow down soon.
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The Microcontroller Idea Book: Circuits, Programs & Applications Featuring the 8052-Basic Single-Chip ComputerLakeview Research, 1994
An introduction to circuit design and programming with embedded computers. Circuit and code examples show how to use the devices in a variety of applications.

This book is a hands-on guide to designing, building, and testing microcontroller-based devices. Microcontrollers, or single-chip computers, are ideal for projects that require...
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Persistence in PHP with Doctrine ORMPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is designed for PHP developers and architects who want to modernize their skills through better understanding of Persistence and ORM. You'll learn through explanations and code samples, all tied to the full development of a web application.


	Overview

	
		Develop a fully functional Doctrine-backed...
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Rattiner's Review for the CFP Certification Examination, Fast Track Study GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A CFP® Study Guide that delivers what you need to succeed!
   This quick study guide for candidates preparing to take the CFP® Certification Examination covers the bare-bones essentials needed to pass this challenging exam in a logical and easy-to-absorb manner. Covering some of the most important disciplines of...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Boukerche is well-known and established international researcher in the field of wireless mobile networks and distributed systems. This is one of the first publications to focus on wireless ad hoc and sensor networks with a concentration on algorithms and protocols providing you with a comprehensive resource to learn about the continuous advances...
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Singing For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2010

	Take your voice to the next level and grow as a performer


	Whether you're a beginning vocalist or a seasoned songster, Singing for Dummies makes it easy for you to achieve your songbird dreams. This practical guide gives you step-by-step instructions and lots of helpful tips, hints, vocal exercises, reminders, and...
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Microsoft Silverlight 3: A Beginner's Guide (Osborne Mcgraw Hill)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Essential Skills Made Easy!

This hands-on guide prepares software developers to create next-generation Web and Windows applications using Microsoft Silverlight--the new technology that extends the .NET Framework to the client. The book covers Microsoft Silverlight 2.0, the .NET Framework 3.5,...
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